Growing old(er) with postinfectious bronchiolitis obliterans
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Most healthy children shrug off viral respiratory tract infections with little difficulty or assistance and a full recovery is the norm. A small minority, in contrast, are left with serious consequences. Important among these is postinfectious bronchiolitis obliterans (pBO) characterised by persistent—and sometimes severe—airway obstruction with functional and radiological evidence of small airway involvement that is generally unresponsive to bronchodilator or steroid treatment. Diagnosis is usually confirmed by high resolution computed tomography scanning although the images can be confused with asthma1 and clinical context is everything. Lung biopsy is rarely needed, but if it is done, fibrosis and obliteration of the distal airways are the cardinal features. Treatment options are limited and proof of their effectiveness largely anecdotal; there are no relevant randomised controlled trials but asthma therapies, including bronchodilators, and long term azithromycin are often used. Supportive care should be offered, with oxygen as needed, avoidance of indoor and outdoor pollution, especially tobacco smoke, immunisations including pneumococcal and influenza, and good nutrition.

In most settings, pBO is undoubtedly rare but in the absence of systematic case registration its incidence is unmeasured. While cases have been reported in many different countries, there has been, for around 30 years, a striking preponderance from the southern ‘cone’ of South America (Chile, Argentina and southern Brazil) where the condition seems to have been more common than elsewhere. For example, 28% of 415 children admitted with an acute lower respiratory infection over a 17-year period to a hospital in Buenos Aires developed pBO (a further 15% died) over an unquantified period of observation.2 In 1998, 45 children were admitted to a hospital in Santiago, Chile, with viral pneumonia during an adenovirus epidemic; 5 years later, among the 38 survivors there were 18 (47%) with evidence of pBO.3 Why these figures should be apparently so much higher than elsewhere is unclear; the severity of much pBO makes any ascertainment bias improbable. A more likely explanation lies in the regional and temporal distributions of respiratory viruses and their transmission. There is evidence for a remarkably strong association between pBO in Argentinean children and adenovirus infection4 and reasonable evidence that some serotypes (Ad3, Ad7 and Ad11) are particularly implicated.5,6 The risk of pBO is much higher in children with a severe initial illness as indicated, for example, by a requirement for intensive care or mechanical ventilation but there is far less convincing evidence for an independent effect of poverty or environmental smoke exposure although these may, of course, increase the risk of adenovirus infection in the first place. Intriguingly, there is anecdotal evidence that the incidence of pBO has diminished in southern South America, coincident with a decline in reported Ad7 variants in regional virus surveillance programmes since 1995, and an apparent absence since 2005.7 However, it would be a mistake to think the disease is disappearing altogether.

An earlier editorial in this journal commented that ‘we do not yet know what the impact of this condition will be on respiratory reserve and decay in lung function in adult life’.8 Thirty-five years later, Thorax offers an insight.9 Forty-six children with pBO diagnosed in urban Argentina have been followed with repeated measurements of spirometry for an average of 12 years; whether their experience is representative is unclear since they were selected from a total cohort of 155. At a mean age of 9 years they, on average, had severe airway obstruction with functional evidence of gas trapping that was reportedly unresponsive to bronchodilator treatment. In the ensuing years, when spirometry was expressed as z-scores (the only way that allows us to make sense of developmental changes), there was a decline over time. More limited data on hyperinflation suggested this too declined, and in most children hypoxaemia resolved. There were no data on carbon monoxide transfer or any other surrogate for alveolar-capillary membrane size. Although we are provided with little detail, ‘few’ subjects were reported by the end of follow-up to have a significant response to treatment with inhaled salbutamol. Readmissions for respiratory disease became less common as the children grew older but it is clear that a significant proportion of children with BO following an early viral infection fail to develop adequate respiratory reserve and many are left with serious, incurable comorbidities. Three-quarters of the cohort had bronchiectasis on CT (emphasising that despite the name, pBO is often a proximal as well as distal airway disease), six of whom required lobectomy or pneumonectomy; none however needed supplemental oxygen after the age of 10 years. Notably, nine children developed major chest deformities with three undergoing corrective surgery. These are important data for clinicians discussing pBO in the UK, although the usual caveats about extrapolating between very disparate environments apply.

How should we interpret the lung function findings in light of current knowledge about lung development? The decline in z-score spirometry over time implies either an ongoing active process in the airways or that the initial hit caused not merely severe airway obstruction, but also impaired the subsequent ability of the airways to grow. Given the almost total resistance to therapy of pBO, the latter is more likely, and contrasts markedly with the airflow obstruction of severe asthma, which tracks into late middle age without any accelerated decline.10,11 However, the recovery from hypoxaemia may imply that there is some alveolar regeneration; indeed, recent histological data in monkeys12 and hyperpolarised helium work in humans13,14 imply that neovalveolarisation may extend throughout the period of somatic growth, longer than previously thought.

The difficulty for the clinician is that reports of average experiences such as these tend to obscure the obvious differences in individual outcomes. Clearly, some children with pBO are left with devastating structural and functional lung disease while for others the effects are more subtle. While most do not have airway obstruction that is sensitive to bronchodilation, this is not always the case and an individually tailored approach to management is essential—not only during paediatric care but, as this series demonstrates, on transfer to adult services. pBO is, thankfully, not common but there are...
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analogies with other damaging, early-life events (notably bronchopulmonary dysplasia associated with preterm birth) that are more common and that increasingly will deliver into the hands of adult respiratory physicians young adults whose lungs are irreparably impaired. Careful, planned and sensitive arrangements for transition from paediatric to adult services are essential for these adolescents and should include a management plan that, as for other lifelong respiratory diseases of childhood, extends well into the future and provides informed advice and support on employment options and the other rituals of adulthood. In the UK, there is an invaluable patient support group (http://www.breathtakers.org.uk/) with useful information also for patients in the USA.

Finally, we should note the implications for the diagnosis of ‘COPD’. Elsewhere, we have discussed the folly of diagnosing a disease using a spirometric ratio. These survivors of pBO may never have smoked cigarettes, never have had eosinophilic airway inflammation and had a uniquely deteriorating spirometric growth trajectory. Their FEV₁ to FVC ratio will be well below 70% and well below two z-scores below the mean. Is this ‘COPD’ to be treated in the same way as someone with an 80 pack-year history? Or a non-smoking woman exposed to biomass fuel? Or a survivor of premature birth, a condition in which there is evidence of oxidative stress but no inflammation? Diagnosing a disease from a physiological ratio is as sensible (and sensitive) as making a specific diagnosis from a creatine or haemoglobin level. Adult physicians need to be challenged to raise their diagnostic and therapeutic game by these survivors of severe childhood airways diseases.
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